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Unlike the parables that Jesus tells throughout the gospel, this story of the wedding at 

Cana is really an allegory. An allegory is different from a parable in that in allegories larger ideas 

are symbolized in people and events. Parables on the other hand seek to teach a religious or 

moral lesson in their entirety. We get a clue to this in the last sentence of John’s telling of the 

wedding where he calls it Jesus’ “first sign.” 

As we explore this rich and familiar story, let’s try to keep larger implications in mind. 

Too often this story is labeled as “Jesus’ first miracle” and neatly placed at the top of a list and 

not examined at closely as it might be.  

There are problems in this story, turns of phrase, actions that simply don’t make a lot of 

sense. In reading the Bible I think we are inclined to dismiss the things that confuse us, and 

assume that we are clearly too dense or lacking in faith and knowledge to understand. This story 

is too rich to dismiss so let’s tease it out a little together. 

It was no accident that Jesus’ first miracle occurred at the wedding in Cana. Weddings 

can be amazing events when the Holy Spirit fills a gathered assembly with hope and love. 

Weddings are about love and joy, so let’s not forget the setting of Jesus’ first sign. It didn’t 

happen in the market place; it happened at a party the focus of which is love.  

I can’t help but recall our son Zebulon’s wedding in 2001 in Houston when I read the 

story.  An amusing moment came at the reception when those of us in the informal receiving line 

had finished greeting the guests.  For some reason we hadn’t really thought about the receiving 

line or who would stand in it.  So it ended up being just the bride and groom and the two 

mothers.  This worked out well because if we’d added the three fathers and stepmother we never 

would have gotten to party after greeting the 250 guests.  As it was, as soon as I left the receiving 

line, I was accosted by people telling me that no one could get a thing to drink.  Apparently, 

there were only two bartenders and they couldn’t keep up with the large crowd, so the line 

wasn’t moving and the party was stalled.  Why is it, do you suppose, that people always go 

running to the mother to complain that the guests at the wedding are thirsty?  You’d think that 

they might have done something themselves, but no.  Anyway, taking a page from Mary’s book I 

called my son Adam, who happened to be the best man.  “Do something,” I implored, “Get the 



wine flowing!” So off he fled in pursuit of the manager and in no time the line and wine were 

moving again. 

That’s not exactly how it happened in Cana, Adam was immediately respectful and 

cooperative. Jesus, on the other hand was affronting and rude to his mother. How many of you 

have ever addressed your mother as “Woman?” I think, especially if any of the men here did it, 

they’d be sent to their rooms or worse. We know that Jesus had a tendency at times to be 

dismissive of his immediate family, we heard it just a couple of weeks ago when he showed no 

concern that his parents were worried about him when he was missing for three days. But his 

calling his mother “Woman” should make us stop and think of more women than just his mother, 

Mary. He is here invoking a feminine perspective into this story, calling forth in a sense all 

women. In Jesus’ time and for the centuries since then the church has been ruled and guided by 

men and a masculine perspective, here I think we are called to consider a feminine side. 

Jesus was, of course, a good boy and did what his mother told him, as did my son. They 

both got the wine flowing. But what Jesus did and did not do was pretty radical. The six water 

jugs that were not just sitting around in case someone wanted some water, they were for ritual 

purification and cleansing. Jesus didn’t summon out of nowhere additional jugs of wine, he 

converted the highly important water for cleansing into wine.  

What he seems to be saying in this gesture is that being fully attentive to the love being 

expressed at that wedding is not about cleansing and making oneself worthy but about 

celebrating the love and joy abounding, about receiving and accepting love. Let’s be clear that 

this is not what the leaders of the synagogue were teaching or what for the most part the church 

has taught in the centuries since; and a lot of the time it’s not what we believe.  

No matter where you are on your faith journey I’d wager that you are inclined to berate 

yourself for not being good enough. Someone said to me this week, “I know God loves me. The 

question is, “Do I love God?”  This has haunted me all week, both wondering what this person 

meant by that and more uncomfortably, how I might answer that. 

Do you love God? Is there an implied “enough” in that question and if so, what would 

that look like? Is our worthiness, our cleanliness and indication of our love for God? How many 

jugs of water would it take to make us feel that we were showing our commitment, our love for 

God? The thing is that once you start this, you will never stop. You will berate yourself again 

and again for not being good enough and you will take your purification or your penance or your 



good works to the next level. But that won’t make you measure up in your own mind, I 

gaurantee. You will spend your life beating yourself up and feeling unworthy.  

So what is the alternative? What can we glean from this story? We tend to focus on the 

miraculous appearance of wine but let’s note also the obliteration of the purifying water. No 

more chastisement, no more self flaggilation, might you possibly be able to simply delight in the 

love at this wedding? Again, thinking in larger terms, let’s recall the words of Isaiah that we 

heard where clearly the marriage spoken of is between God and the people of Israel, between 

God and you. XXX  
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